Disaster Humanity Pre-Sectional Event of International Symposium

Nepal Earthquake Documentary Film Screening

Wed, 19th February, 2020 16:00 ~ 19:00
Sendai Mediatheque

Program:
Opening Remarks | 16:00
Screening | 16:15 ~ 17:58
The Most Beautiful Village in the World
Special Talk | 18:05 ~ 18:35
Speaker: Bon Ishikawa (Director)

Entry Fee: Free
Language: English Subtitles, Narration in Japanese

Director’s Profile: Bon Ishikawa
Photographer, Non-fiction writer, Film director
Mr. Ishikawa started the production of this film in response to the earthquake in Nepal. His work is inspired by the themes of ‘prayer’ and the ‘lifeblood of people in great natural settings’.

Contact and Inquiry: saigaijinbun.kudo@gmail.com
(Sakura KUDO, Disaster Humanity Unit)

Venue:
Cinema theatre room, 7th floor
Sendai Mediatheque
(Kasugamachi 2-1, Aoba-ku, Sendai)
Please use public transportation.

[Featured Documentary Film of Ministry Selection 2017]